
WEIMAR GOVERNMENT AND ITS WEAKNESSES ESSAY

The causes of the failure of the Weimar government are multi-faceted. However, I assert that the Weimar government's
inability to keep the people's confidence.

The statement about the Golden Years of the Weimar Republic is definitely to some extent true. My essay will
prove that there was not a single reason, but in fact a series of events that lead to the collapse of the Weimar.
This Republic lasted until , and was destroyed by Hitler. It was named Weimar for the city the constitutional
assembly and conception it took place in. However the establishment of this government was unstable with
opposition from both left and right wings. His ability to manipulate the media and the German public whilst
taking advantage of Germany's poor leadership resulted in both the collapse of the Weimar Republic and the
rise of Hitler and the nazi party. The new Weimar Constitution of gave German women suffrage as well as
access to educational initiatives like sexual hygiene and birth control Pine,  The article could, however, also be
misused with grave consequences. Various conflicting problems were concurrent with the eventuation of the
Republic that, from the outset, its first governing body the socialist party SPD was forced to contend with. It
was very dangerous because who decide what is an emergency!. France, as the third internationally prominent
democracy, was not so optimistic towards the idea of a strong German state even if democratic. The facts
remain that each contributed their part to the face of modern history today. Germany had just been defeated in
the First World War and the Government that had just come into power had no other choice but to sign the
Armistice. Once again, this is how things get done. The fragile and unstable nature of the cooperations
between different parties which had ultimately different aims made it so that and even if they were formed,
they were often prone to collapsing over the slightest disputes. The treaty had a humiliating effect causing
great resentment. The Kaiser abdicated and left a whole country and told the people of the country to make a
better world for their people. Another weakness was the increasingly frequent use of the emergency powers,
established in the Constitution under Article  Proportional representation can be argued as a significant
weakness of the Constitution. However, the Weimar Republic, like many new parliaments, was having
teething troubles. The blame was not laid on the Kaiser's war government which had started the Clare ,
Bitesize, slideshare, etc. This essay will examine and analyse both sides of the argument. That the balance
between civil liberty and security is ever changing due to our worlds changing circumstances and that right
Strong Individualism vs. From this, unemployment rates rose and inflation occurred. The president had too
much power over the To this there can be no answer. This essay will be proof that your time you take reading
this was worth it, and that the weaknesses of the weimar republic were not significant. Proportional
representation made the Republic weak in that parties were very uncooperative. The Great Depression was the
most important factor that lead to Hitler becoming Chancellor in  Had there not been such distrust and hate,
Weimar Germany may never have fallen, showing it as a grave weakness of the system.


